LENDING LIBRARY CATALOG
60 Day Check-out

Activity Balls
No matter what game kids are playing, activity balls are durable and great for outdoors play.

Air Purifier-Air-Free
Microorganisms are destroyed/incinerated. Hazardous virus, fungus or bacteria cannot resist the powerful heat inside ceramic core inseminator

Air Purifier- Intelligent
Odor and dust sensors for automatic air quality control. High-efficient HEPA filter. Electrostatically plasma cell –traps pollutants like a magnet.

Alphabet Balls in Bucket
From letter recognition and alphabet order to simple word building, our kid-pleasing shells reinforce early language concepts.

Alphabet Books in a Box
Explore the alphabet. Easy-to-read text to keep kids involved…and the letters are color-coded within each book to make recognition a cinch!

Attainment Talkers
Record and use, each with 10 seconds of recording time per message. Attainment Talker has 6- messages-Touch to play back recordings.

Balance Stones Blue
Reinforce coordination, proprioception and balance. Partially fill with water/ sand to weight it for stability. Use upside down as mini-vestibular disc.
Balancing Board - 13"
Suitable for balancing exercises and retraining of all. Ideal for children as balancing boards are completely smooth all the way around.

Bamboo Builder Marble Run
Encourage fine motor skills, visual-spatial skills, early engineering skills, critical thinking, and creativity. A way to develop a strong STEM foundation.

Beach Pediatric Baby Stroller with Hood
Enjoy outdoors time. Features large low-pressure polyurethane wheels that operate smoothly on uneven terrains, grass, gravel, snow or sand.

Bean Bag Chair
Vinyl beanbag create an even deep-pressured input through you entire body, which can be calming and comfortable for children with sensory needs.
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Bilibo Spin Toy
Big enough that kids of different ages can sit in it comfortably. Provides marvelous movement, stop/start spinning, and balance opportunities.

Body Sox
Increase strength, creativity. Experience "I can see you, but you can't see me" that increases sense comfort and personal safety .

Bolts & Nuts (22pc)
Learn the details of construction! Our bright plastic set includes 22 jumbo-sized pieces that twist together with ease.

Brain Benders 3D Puzzles Solid Wood
Problem-solving skills tested with 3 Wood Brain Benders. These challenging are learning tools for analytical and problem-solving skills.

Building Blocks- Sand/Water- Set of 8
Create buildings with colorful sand or water with building blocks.. Indulge in exploration, merging blocks together, or stack blocks in a different order.

Button Sorting Center
Practice with concepts of big and small, geometric shape, counting. Kids place the buttons onto mat to sort by size, shape, color and numbers.

Change-A-Sound Flip Books
Focus on beginning, middle or ending sounds. Create simple words that change by one letter. See how changing a sound can change a word

Circle Soft Seat
Kids just grab Soft Seats for super-comfy seating right on the floor! Covered in wipe-clean vinyl for easy cleaning.

Coggy
Folding, click puzzle, arranging gears to match challenge cards. Encourages visual-spatial skills, critical thinking, and logic. Doubles as a fidget toy!

Construction in A Box (48 wood pc)
Includes nuts, bolts, drilled bars and a child-size screwdriver. Builds fine motor skills, problem-solving skills, and hand-eye coordination.

Conversation Starter Flip Cards & Conversation Starter By Pictures
Learn the flow of information continues about the same topic. They teach spontaneous conversation as the child fills in the blanks.
Counting Up to 30+
Learn to count to 30+ while boosting higher number skills. Three ways to play with pictures & numeral cards 130. Includes board and 108 cards.

Crutches
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Crutches are used to provide support for patients who have temporary restriction on ambulation.

Discovery Tree & Friends
Encourages fine motor skills, sensory exploration, and experimentation.

Doctor’s Office
Dramatic play supports academic learning. The kit is infused with literacy, and writing opportunities that support current learning standards

Dominoes Tactile
Develop tactile stimulation, visual perception and fine motor skills through matching and sorting games with our Tactile Dominoes.
Exercise Bands-Latex Free Band 6 Yard Pack
No Latex Cando-band is easily identifiable the checkered pattern on its packaging. Cando-band is used for rehabilitation, conditioning and training.

Exercise Pat
Pad provides stability needed to activate muscles ant your joints when exercising and, improve your coordination and body awareness

Exercise Sensi-Balls
Textured "nubby" adds tactile and visual elements. Balls improve balance, coordination, flexibility, and strength. Balls can support up to 300 pounds.

Feel & Find 3-D
Matching game played with visual cues by feeling your way to a match. Working on shape, color recognition for children with learning difficulties.

Footrest
Helps facilitate increased posture, stability and fine motor tasks. Support needed for school-based occupational therapy.

Froggy Boogie
In this magical children’s memory game, you have to remember which frogs’ eyes will freeze the babies in their race.

Gel Floor Tiles (Set of 3)
Encourage visual processing; sensory stimulation as sensory-seeking kids use bodies to make colors ooze and flow. As they push, stomp, and jump

Giant Alphabet Magnet Lowercase
The chunky letters are easy for small hands to manipulate…and large enough for a group of children to see at once! A total of 40 letters

Giant Alphabet Magnet Uppercase 40 pc
The chunky letters are easy for small hands to manipulate…and large enough for a group of children to see at once! A total of 40 letters

Giant Comfy Pillow
Kids can rest on, lean or sit right on them. Pillows have a liquid-resistant inner core filled with extra-cushy foam, plus a soft polyester cover.
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Go Talk 9+
Records 45 messages, up to 8.25 minutes in total. Nine programmable buttons allow user to personalize each level with pictures & vocal recordings.

Infant/Toddler Photo Activity Library
Develops language & pre-literacy skills. Organized into 7 theme, 64 cards that sparks children's curiosity. Each photo card features vocabulary list

Interlox
Clip edges together to create buildings & more. Stimulate mind to develop child’s social, emotional, language, intellectual, and problem-solving skills.

Inventor 50 in 1 Motorized Models Set
Encourages fine motor skills, visual-spatial skills, logic, and creativity. Build all kinds of models from racecars and motorcycles

Keyboard Ergo Mat for Roller Mouse Pro2 Contour
Ergo Keyboard Mat has rubber-coated roller bar that gives solid precise cursor control with minimal force, allows you to move the cursor with ttouch.

Lady Bug Massager
Calm tension and wake up tired muscles with our vibrating Pet Massagers. Stimulating and fun, just press the button for a vigorous massage

Learning to Sequence Scene
Assemble pieces of picture stories to find out what happens next. Boosts critical thinking skills. Includes 48 cards with stories

Learn With Yoga ABC Cards
Kids combine the restorative and calming benefits of yoga with powerful techniques of learning through movement and learning in one resource

Lift with Six Point Cradle
Standard Patient Lift has 6 Point Cradle and can use 4- 6-point slings. Lift has 400-lb lifting capacity. Pump handle can rotate from side-to-side.

Listen To Me
An affordable Augmentative Communication Device! Record and playback high quality voice messages.

Magnet Dress up 17pc
Dress up doll set are magnetic for kids to play with they can easily add clothes to the dolls which do not easily tear or fall off. Great as travel.

Mouse- Kensington Expert Trackball
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We may call it a mouse surrounding the ball. Scroll Ring that puts scrolling right at your fingertips. With a soft wrist rest included.
Mouse - Logitech Trackman Marble
Just an excellent product for left and right handed people who do not want mice running all over the place!

My First Puzzle Match-Ups
Put together match-up puzzles, practice colors, matching, early language skills. Each pair features a familiar picture, and vibrant colors.

My First Word-Touch and Feel Board Book and Picture Cards
Book includes objects illustrating common first words that will be familiar to child, building encouragement further learning.

Noiseless Earphones
Reduce volume intensity of noise for children with auditory sensitivities. A terrific tool for quiet for sensitivity or for focused activities.

Nuts & Bolts (22pc)
A great way to learn the nuts and bolts of construction! Our bright plastic set includes 22 jumbo-sized pieces that twist together

Observation Water/Bubbles
Children will observing the variety of liquids that flow down in various ways with this acrylic observation set. A great set for the STEM curriculum.

Octant Puzzle
Octant works on a classic mechanical puzzle concept. Do not collapse under the cosmic pressure of solving this puzzle. Dismantle, then try and form
the octant shape again.

Pattern Blocks and Wooden Boards
10 colorful patterns, pattern blocks in 6 different shapes, colors to replicate the pattern shown. Develops shape recognition and spatial relations!

Pin Art
Great tactile and imagination stimulation. Simply put your hands, face, feet or any objects like toys and shapes pressed onto the pins

Pivot Disc
Position feet on disc to facilitate smooth transfer. Reduce back strain on individual.. Place handle-facing individual to prevent interfering with feet

Plastic Blocks 12pc
Playtime can be safe and stimulating for youngest children. Encourages manual manipulation and color recognition

Plate form Swing
Swing Systems is used by therapists in the development of a child's vestibular system by forcing them to accept more movement
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Plastic Rolling Vehicles
Smart Wheels Starter Pack Baby Toy Cars Toddler Fire Truck Car. STEM Toy Rolling Toddlers Developmental Game Fine Motor Skills

Pop & Match–
Write & wipe game cards & a color-coded popper…popping beginning sounds letter cube…use the letters to complete words on game cards.

Pop Tubes
Stretch, bent, connect. Provides tactile stimulating, fine motor skills, auditory feedback, Strengthens upper extremity, and bilateral workout.

Posterior Walker with Seat
Rehabilitation support - Anti-reverse bracket allow movement forward & backward. Front wheels swivel for maneuverability or set to prevent turning.
Press & Go Fire Truck & Tractor
Toy has an educational value whether it is didactic or nurturing, or collecting and creating worlds for children playing with them.

Press & Spin
Enjoy Push & Spin Easy Press Button Ideal for Fine Motor Skill Development and Learning Activity - Great for Infants Toddlers 12 Months and Up

Pressure Vest
Material has perforation through rubberized layer of fabric. Deep Pressure Vest is used to calm and provide great sensory.

Puzzles
Little hands have no problem piecing together puzzles with matching illustrations right on puzzle boards, they couldn’t be better for beginners

Resistance Workout Bands
Great for proprioceptive input for upper and lower extremities. Use as a “warm-up” for shoulder stability prior to fine motor and handwriting tasks.

Re-Vibe:
Vibration Reminder Wristband timer- Anti-Distraction for children with ADHD/Autism. Serves as silent reminders to stay on task. Great if struggling
with on-task behavior.

Rock & Wobble Boards
Unstable and sensory-stimulating surface designed to facilitate balance and proprioceptive training and postural reactions.

RollAgain Tower (2 Balls)
Encourages fine motor skills, spatial reasoning skills, cause-and-effect, psychomotor skills. Chunky pieces are easy for grasp and maneuver.
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Roll & Drum
Stand up drum and child beats on the circles to hear different sound. -Great first instrument for building rhythm and hand-eye coordination skills.

Rolling Airplane W/Captain
Captain figures Wobble as Kids Spin the Wheels and pretend you are in flight soaring in the air. Helps with developing pretend play.

SAKKARO
Its translucent colored pieces magically blend when stacked interlock them. Booklet shows over 100 colorful patterns and shapes to make.

Scrabble Junior
Kid-sized words and colorful pictures make it fun to match letter tiles to words on the grid on this junior version of the classic

See In-Side Ball
Balls filled with objects of different colors, shapes. Balls are made of flexible plastic that is easy to grab

See & Spell Phonics Wooden Puzzle
Boosting fine motor skills plus endless list of reading/writing skills, Essential letter recognition, phonics, beginning reading through play.

Seeing Stars Program
Sensory cognitive develops and increase component parts of reading. Strengthens phonemic, sight word recognition, and spelling.

Sensory Tactile ball 3 inch-set of 4
Spike tactile balls provides deep pressure massage. Develops gross motor, fine motor skills develop grasp, eye-hand coordination & finger strength .

Sequence Wooden Beads
Set Includes 46 brightly colored wooden beads & 5 double-sided wooden pattern cards. Promotes matching, sequencing, and fine motor skills.

Shower Chair
Designed for people who are unable to stand to take shower & must sit. Those with mobility problems have some independence

Sign Language Cards
Sign Language Cards Set of two sided photo cards. Each card shows a letter of the alphabet. One side includes a photograph of the hand sign.

Sit-Me-Up
Soft & sturdy support seat, little ones practice sitting up & building muscle. U-shaped design has a wide, sturdy base and a firm, comfortable surface
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Sky Nook
This unique swing provides kids with the perfect, coziest hideout for reading, napping, or just hanging around.

Small Shapes
Geometry learners get a hands-on introduction to solid forms. Includes shapes—from cones, spheres and cylinders to cubes, pyramids

Snap & Build Cubes
Connect these cubes together to build unique structures. Encourages creativity and the development of fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination

Snug Support Wedge Positioner
Infants up to 30” long. Places child at a 30-degree angle for stimulation, relaxation & feeding. Appropriate for children with gastroesophageal reflux.

Soft & Safe Building Blocks In a bag
Soft, safe, squeezable… Our vibrant vinyl blocks come in tons of irresistible shapes, patterns and colors.

Sorting Cylinders
Sorting/ stacking skills color patterns for sorting same color range, as pieces graduate from primary to pastel colors.

SpinAgain
Encourages hand-eye coordination and engineering skills, Instills a sense of wonder as kid’s watch their builds twirl and spin! Eye-catching colors

STEM Simple Machines
Increase/decrease speed. Convert multiple motion to another. Build models with levers, wedge, wheel, axle, screw, the inclined plane, the pulley.

Stomp Board w/ 2 Frogs
Encourage motor skill and coordination development by launching frog beanbag into the air. Frogs go up, then down into your child's hands with a
stomp.
Straight Roll Therapy Ball
Straight roll only moves side-to-side making it easier to use, the added length of roll makes it easy to straddle.

Swing Platform
Swing accessory used by therapists in the development of a child's vestibular system by forcing them to accept more movement sensations.

Support Bar Inside
Support Bar provides hours of fun and therapy while your child is swinging. Maximum weight 75 lbs.
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Swing Seat
Helps with vestibular orientation, balance and coordination. Supports muscle tone, autism, sensory processing disorder & hyperactivity

Talk-Tablet
Assist with difficulty communicating, Speech, Autism, Aphasia, Down syndrome, laryngectomy condition that affects ability to communicate

Tall Stacker Building Set
Stacker set is great for building motor skills, math skills, while stimulating the imagination.

Teeter Popper!
Rock it, roll it, sit in it or stand, tilt, wobble, and spin. Improves core, leg strength, stability, balance, and coordination and gross-motor skills. Weight
limit: 110 lbs.

Textured Balance Small Pods set of 4
These textured balance pods are the ideal tool for proprioception, reducing tactile defensiveness, and coordination therapy

Threading Shapes
Colorful wooden beads promoting hand –ey coordination, visual tracking, and logical thinking skills

Treading Fruit
This count and lace fruit set encourages children to lace the Caterpillar threading needle through 6 colorful fruits to create many patterns

Threading Texture Shapes
Lacing and beads helps children develop strong fine‐motor, cognitive, visual perception skills and promotes hand‐eye coordination.

Touch & Feel Books
Bumpy, rough, soft, smooth and even sticky—these cute board books are filled with textures little ones will love to touch and explore

Traffic Jam Rollercoaster Table
Vehicles travel roadways trying to get to their various destinations. Promoting hand-eye coordination, visual tracking, and logical thinking skills.

Trampoline
Children with special needs who crave vestibular motion encourage to exercise and keep fit. Great way to develop gross motor skills and balance.

Tubes- Toddler Discovery
Tubes holding differently weighted and colored objects. Hold, tilt, flip, shake or even roll the tubes, to see, hear and feel the differences.
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Tummy Time Round Pad-------------------------As your child gets older & stronger, slowly work your way up to 40- 60 minutes of tummy time daily. Keep baby engaged, by put some toys in circle

Tunnel
Tunnel has a strong, tempered steel frame that is totally enclosed. Flame retardant. Pops-up in seconds and folds for storage. 21" diam. tunnel 70"

Understanding Emotions
Flip to emotion or feeling that expresses mood, corresponding positive choice. Designed to improve children’s social skills by role-playing.

UNO
Card game of matching colors & numbers. Players take turns matching one of their cards with the color or number shown on the top of the deck

Vibrating Pillow
Children with sensory difficulties love vibration. Sets on top of the pillow, lean back or hug it to feel relaxing, calming vibrations. Used to help relax
Vison- Amigo Enhanced
Place directly on your reading material and adjust magnification with an easy turn of a dial. Read price tags, menus, medication labels.

Walker Busy Baby
Encourages gross motor skills, coordination, fine motor skills, exploration, and experimentation. A brilliant way to strengthen brains and their bodies!

Walking Wheels
Encourages gross motor skills, coordination, balance, concentration, active play. Each step makes the wheels roll half a rotation forward.

Walker-Economy Two-Button Junior/Adult Folding Walker
Two-Button folding walker. Sturdy, lightweight, aluminum tubing with U shaped frame ensures maximum strength.

Water Sensory Table - Large
Develop and promote child's sensory skills as you introduce them to textures of sand, water or anything else you want to put in this Sensory table

Weighted Blanket- Blue/Green- 2LBS
Weighted blanket is soft, calming. Weight distributed evenly throughout the material. The colors are calming and kids are guaranteed fun

Weighted Blanket-Sea Turtles 5 lbs
Calm and relax for children with Stress/Anxiety. Blankets is designed to weigh about 10% of a child’s body weight for consistent pressure.

Weighted Blanket- Light Blue-6 lbs
Gives child the input they crave to relieve stress, and sleep they desperately need. Solutions to make an enormous difference in their daily life.
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Weighted Blanket Large –Dark Blue
Developed with autistic children in mind. Weighted Blanket is also suitable for children with ADHD. A soft and fluffy weighted blanket. 10 lbs.

Weighted Body Shawl
Fleece Body Shawl, Weights 5 lb., Anxiety, Autism, Travel Wrap, Stress Relief

Weighted Fleece Vest- 2 LBS
Weighted vests is used to calm and provide sensory input for children, as the weight functions as a reassuring deep hug

Weighted Lap Pad
Designed to provide gentle pressure on muscles and joints. Pillow aids in postural stability, increases attention span and arousal for learning.

Weighted Neck Snuggle
Provides pressure on muscles, joints. Aids postural stability, increases attention span. Reduces instances of distraction and hyperactivity.

Weighted Vests
Designed for Autism, ADD, SID & ADHD with emphasis comfort. Deep pressure assist in self-calm, relax so sensory stimulus are processed.

What’s Inside Box
Fun, put-and-take out sensory game. Includes soft-sculpture toys with fun 9 textures. For Babies & Toddler - ages 3 months and up

What’s Inside Colored Boxes?
Developmental Toy you sort by color or shape--or just play with cute plush Toys! Shape Sorter. Develops motor skills and hand-eye coordination.

Wheelchair -Lightweight Steel Transport
Mobility aid, stability while maintaining the maneuverability. Provides cushioned armrests, Swing away mount and dismounting.

Wooden Train Set
In the figure of eight layout, a viaduct crosses over the railway track - trains can chug up the hill and then whizz back down the other side!

Write & Wipe Board- Single Line
Single line writing board gives children the focused practice they need to master uppercase & lowercase letters, simple sight-words, key vocabulary.

Write & Wipe Lapboard
Write or Draw on dry-wipe lapboard, the simply wipe clean without a trace. Board is the perfect size for children to use right on their laps.
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